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1Armistice Day (11th November 1918)

Armistice Day  , also known as Veterans 
Day is commemorated every year on 11 
November to mark the armistice signed 
between the Allies of World War I and 
Germany at Compiègne, France, at 
5:45 AM for the cessation of hostilities on 
the Western Front of World War I, which 
took eff ect at eleven in the morning—the 
“eleventh hour of the eleventh day of the 
eleventh month” of 1918. 
The   military situation for the Central 
Powers had been deteriorating rapidly 
since the Battle of Amiens at the beginning 
of August 1918, which precipitated a 
German withdrawal to the Hindenburg 
Line and loss of the gains of the German 
spring off ensive. 

The Allied advance, later known as the  
Hundred Days Off ensive, entered a new 
stage on 28 September, when a massive 
United States and French attack opened 
the Meuse–Argonne off ensive, while to the 
north, the British were poised to assault at 
the St Quentin Canal, threatening a giant 
pincer movement.
Meanwhile, the   Ottoman Empire 
was close to exhaustion, the Austro-
Hungarian Empire was in chaos, and on 

the Macedonian front, resistance by the 
Bulgarian Army had collapsed, leading 
to the Armistice of Salonica on 29 
September. 
In Germany,   chronic food shortages 
caused by the Allied blockade were 
increasingly leading to discontent and 
disorder.
Although morale on the German front line  
was reasonable, battlefi eld casualties, 
starvation rations and Spanish fl u 
had caused a desperate shortage of 
manpower, and those recruits that were 
available were war-weary and disaff ected.
On   29 September 1918, the German 
Supreme Army Command at Imperial 
Army Headquarters in Spa of occupied 
Belgium informed Kaiser Wilhelm II and 
the Imperial Chancellor, Count Georg 
von Hertling, that the military situation 
facing Germany was hopeless. 
Quartermaster Genera  l Erich Ludendorff , 
probably fearing a breakthrough, claimed 
that he could not guarantee that the front 
would hold for another two hours and 
demanded a request be given to the Entente 
for an immediate ceasefi re. 
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2In addition, he recommended the  
acceptance of the main demands of US 
president Woodrow Wilson (the Fourteen 
Points) including putting the Imperial 
Government on a democratic footing, 
hoping for more favorable peace terms.
The   sailors’ revolt that took place during 
the night of 29 to 30 October 1918 in the 
naval port of Wilhelmshaven spread 
across the whole country within days and 
led to the proclamation of a republic on 9 
November and to the announcement of the 
abdication of Wilhelm II.
In some areas, soldiers challenged the  
authority of their offi  cers and on occasion 
established Soldiers’ Councils, such as 

the Brussels Soldiers’ Council set up by 
revolutionary soldiers on 9 November.
The Armistice was the result of a   hurried 
and desperate process. 
The German delegation headed by  
Matthias Erzberger crossed the front 
line in fi ve cars and was escorted for ten 
hours across the devastated war zone of 
Northern France, arriving on the morning of 
8 November 1918. 
They were then taken to the   secret 
destination aboard Ferdinand Foch’s 
private train parked in a railway siding in 
the Forest of Compiègne.
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3Bipin Chandra Pal (7th November 1858)

Bipin Chandra   was an Indian nationalist, 
writer, orator, social reformer and Indian 
independence movement freedom fi ghter. 
Pal   is known as the Father of Revolutionary 
Thoughts in India.
Pal became a   major leader of the Indian 
National Congress. 
At the   Madras session of Indian National 
Congress held in 1887, Bipin Chandra Pal 
made a strong plea for repeal of the Arms 
Act which was discriminatory in nature. 
Along with   Lala Lajpat Rai and Bal 
Gangadhar Tilak he belonged to the 
Lal-Bal-Pal trio that was associated with 
revolutionary activity. 
Sri Aurobindo Ghos  h and Pal were 
recognised as the chief exponents of a 
new national movement revolving around 
the ideals of Purna Swaraj, Swadeshi, 
boycott and national education. 
His programme consisted of   Swadeshi, 
boycott and national education. 
He   preached and encouraged the 
use of Swadeshi and the boycott of 
foreign goods to eradicate poverty and 
unemployment. 
He wanted to   remove social evils and 
arouse feelings of nationalism through 
national criticism. 

He had no faith in mild protests in the form  
of non-cooperation with the British colonial 
government. 
A journalist by profession, Pal served as  
the founder editor of Paridarshak, before 
going on to edit several other English 
and Bengali newspapers from Calcutta, 
Lahore, Allahabad and London.
In the wake of the   Bengal partition, a 
journal he had founded earlier, New India, 
took a fresh turn as a political chronicle 
meant to create social awareness.
In 1906, Pal started a   daily called Vande 
Mataram. 
His prominent books include ‘  Nationality 
and Empire’, ‘Indian Nationalism’ , 
‘Swaraj and the Present Situation’, 
‘The Soul of India’, ‘The Basis of Social 
Reform’ , ‘The Hinduism’ and ‘The New 
Spirit’.
He also set up a school —   Anushilan 
Samiti — and began a tour of the country 
to propagate his philosophy.
After his fi rst wife passed away, he married  
a widow and joined the Brahmo Samaj, 
which, among other things, denounced the 
caste system. 
He was also an   ardent proponent of 
gender equality.
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4Maulana Azad

Maulana Abul Kalam Azad   was one of the 
most infl uential independence activists 
during India’s freedom struggle. He was 
also a noted writer, poet and journalist. 
He was a prominent political leader of 
the Indian National Congress and was 
elected as Congress President in 1923 
and 1940. 
Maulana Azad   had a natural inclination 
towards writing and this resulted in the 
start of the monthly magazine “Nairang-
e-Alam” in 1899.
In Egypt, Azad came into   contact with the 
followers of Mustafa Kemal Pasha who 
were publishing a weekly from Cairo. In 
Turkey, Maulana Azad met the leaders 
of the Young Turks Movement. After his 
return to India from an extensive visit of 
Egypt, Turkey, Syria and France, Azad 
met prominent Hindu revolutionaries Sri 
Aurobindo Ghosh and Shyam Sundar 
Chakraborty. They helped in developing 
radical political views and he began 
to participate in the Indian nationalist 
movement.
He also   rejected the theories of communal 
separatism advocated by the All India 
Muslim League.

Azad, inspired by the   passion of Indian 
as well as foreign revolutionary leaders, 
started publishing a weekly called “Al-
Hilal” in 1912. The weekly was a platform 
to attack the policies of the British 
Government and highlight the problems 
faced by the common Indians. The paper 
became so popular that its circulation 
fi gures went up to 26,000 copies.
Maulana Azad, a few months later, launched  
a new weekly, called “Al-Balagh”. Failing 
to put a prohibition on the writings of 
Maulana Azad, the British Government 
then fi nally decided to deport him off  
Calcutta in 1916. When Maulana Azad 
reached Bihar, he was arrested and 
put under house arrest. This detention 
continued till December 31, 1919. 
He   presided over the special session of 
Congress in September 1923 and was 
said to be the youngest man elected as 
the President of the Congress.
In 1928,   Maulana Azad endorsed the 
Nehru Report, formulated by Motilal 
Nehru. Interestingly, the Motilal Nehru 
Report was severely criticized by a 
number of Muslim personalities involved 
with the freedom movement. 
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As opposed to Muhammad Ali Jinnah,  
Azad also advocated for the ending of 
separate electorates based on religion 
and called for a single nation committed 
to secularism. 
In 1930, Maulana Azad was   arrested 
for violation of the salt laws as part of 
Gandhi’s Salt Satyagraha. He was put in 
Meerut jail for a year and a half.
During the violence that erupted following  
partition of India, Maulana Azad assured to 
take up the responsibility for the security 

of Muslims in India. Towards this, Azad 
toured the violence-aff ected regions of 
borders of Bengal, Assam, and Punjab. 
He helped in establishing the refugee 
camps and ensured uninterrupted 
supply of food and other basic materials. 
It was reported that in the crucial Cabinet 
meetings both Sardar Vallabhbhai 
Patel and Maulana Azad clashed over 
the security measures in Delhi and the 
Punjab.
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6Sardar Vallabhai Patel

Context: Nation celebrated 147th birth 
anniversary of freedom fi ghter and 1st 
Home Minister and Deputy Prime Minister of 
independent India, Sardar Vallabhai Patel. 

Childhood and Early Life:

Sardar Patel was born   Vallabhbhai 
Jhaverbhai Patel in 1875, at Nadiad, 
Gujarat, British India, in a middle-class 
agricultural family of Lewa Patidar 
community.
Growing up in a   traditional Hindu family, 
his early childhood was spent on the 
family’s agricultural fi elds at Karamsad.
Patel   aimed to work and collect necessary 
money to go to England to study law. 
In 1902,   Patel moved to Borsad (Kheda 
district) to practice law, where he 
successfully handled challenging court 
cases.
As an   eminent barrister in criminal law, 
he led a westernized lifestyle. Known for 
his courteous, well-mannered behavior, 
western clothes, and expertise in the 
game of bridge, he wasn’t interested in 
politics.

Indian National Movement:

Joining India’s independence movement,  
Patel motivated the people of Borsad in 
September 1917 to join Gandhi’s demand 
for independence. 
Patel   joined the Indian National Congress’ 
Gujarat Sabha as secretary and helped in 
Gandhi’s campaigns.
Kheda district   faced a plague epidemic in 
1917, followed by a famine in 1918. Despite 
crop failures, the British government 
refused to exempt the land revenue. 
Patel led the agitation of the farmers and 
zamindars to get tax exemption. 
He started wearing   Indian attire made 
of Khadi (Indian handloom cotton). He 
traveled from place to place and recruited 
3,00,000 members and collected a fund 
of Rs.1.5 million for the Non-Cooperation 
Movement.
In   1923, while Gandhi was in prison, Patel 
led the Satyagraha Movement in Nagpur, 
when the British banned hoisting of the 
Indian fl ag. He succeeded in obtaining 
the consent to hoist the fl ag publicly, and 
also got the prisoners released (arrested 
for hoisting the fl ag).
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7From 1924-1928,   Patel was chosen the 
President of the municipal committee 
of Ahmedabad. During these years, 
he implemented several sanitation, 
water supply, administration and town 
planning programs. He also worked 
towards several social reforms, including 
prohibition of untouchability, casteism, 
alcoholism, etc.
In 1928, the government raised the   land 
revenue at a time when the farmers in 
Bardoli taluka of Surat district were 
already facing famine. Patel toured the 
villages to gauge the condition. Before 
launching a Satyagraha, he forewarned 
the villagers of the diffi  culties and asked 
them to maintain non-violence and 
unity.
In 1930,   Gandhi gave the call for Dandi 
March and Salt Satyagraha to protest 
against the salt tax. As one of the leaders, 
Patel was arrested before the Dandi March 
on March 7, 1930. He was tried without 
any witnesses or lawyers. After Gandhi’s 
arrest, the agitation intensifi ed, demanding 
release of the leaders. Patel was released 
in June and took on the responsibilities 
as the Congress president in absence of 
Gandhi. However, he was arrested once 
again.

Patel   was elected the President of the 46th 
session of the Indian National Congress 
at Karachi, in March 1931. Congress 
approved the Gandhi-Irwin Pact, though 
Nehru and Bose didn’t totally agree with 
the terms of the pact. 
As per the   Government of India Act 1935, 
the Congress decided to participate in 
the elections to provincial legislatures. 
Patel played an important role in raising 
funds and selecting candidates for these 
elections. The Indian National Congress 
won in 7 out of 11 provinces. As the 
chairman of the Congress Parliamentary 
Sub-committee, he guided the ministries.
On August 8, 1942, the   All India Congress 
Committee launched the Quit India 
Movement. Many prominent Congress 
leaders, including Patel, were arrested on 
August 9, 1942. Patel was arrested and 
confi ned at the Ahmednagar Fort for 3 
years. All Congress leaders were released 
in 1945, after the end of WWII.
The   British government called for 
negotiations with the Indian National 
Congress for the independence of India. 
The Muslim League leader Jinah’s 
separatist movement put a roadblock 
in front of the Congress leaders. Initially, 
Patel was against the partition of 
India. However, he realized that these 
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8communal confl icts could lead to a weak 
government at the center, so he agreed 
to create a separate dominion (based on 
religious preferences).
He   discussed with Gandhi at private 
meetings, convinced him that the 
Congress-Muslim League alliance 
government would not work, and would 
lead to a civil war in the country.
At the time of   independence, the partition 
of British India into India-Pakistan 
resulted in large-scale communal riots. 
Patel worked tirelessly to establish 
peace, and provide safety and essentials 
to the refugees. He went to border areas 
to organize relief and set up refugee 
camps.

Work During the Post-Independent India:

Patel was the   fi rst Deputy Prime Minister 
and the fi rst Home Minister of Independent 

India. As the home minister, Patel had a 
herculean task to convince the princely 
states to join India. With his tactful 
negotiation, he succeeded in integrating 
over 560 states to the Indian Union. There 
were a few states like Junagadh, Jammu 
& Kashmir, and Hyderabad, which did not 
comply. Without these states joining the 
Indian Union, the country would’ve been 
disjointed, so Patel used force to deal with 
them. Because of his eff orts, today India 
stands as an integrated nation.
Patel was the   driving force behind creating 
the All India Services, which he knew 
would be essential for providing a fi rm 
infrastructure to the new nation. He was 
also an important part of the Constituent 
Assembly of India. The Somnath Temple 
in Saurashtra was restored under his 
supervision.
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9Surendranath Banerjee

Surendranath Banerjee   was an Indian 
nationalist leader during the British 
Rule. 
He founded a   nationalist organization 
called the Indian National Association 
and was one of the founding members of 
the Indian National Congress.
After graduation from college, he applied in  
England for admission to the Indian Civil 
Service, which at that time had only one 
Hindu. 
Banerjea was rejected on the grounds that  
he had misrepresented his age. 
Charging racial   discrimination, he won 
his appeal by arguing that he calculated 
his age according to the Hindu custom of 
reckoning age from the date of conception 
rather than from birth.
Surendranath was infl uenced by the writings  
of Italian nationalist Giuseppe Mazzini. 
In 1879, he bought the newspaper,   The 
Bengalee (founded in 1862 by Girish 
Chandra Ghosh) and edited it for 40 
years. 

In 1883, when   Banerjee was arrested 
for publishing remarks in his paper, in 
contempt of court, protests and hartals 

erupted across Bengal, and in Indian cities 
such as Agra, Faizabad, Amritsar, Lahore 
and Pune. 

He became the   fi rst Indian journalist to 
be imprisoned. 
Surendranath was one of the most important  
public leaders who protested the partition 
of the Bengal province in 1905.Bane
Banerrjee   was in the forefront of the 
movement and organized protests, 
petitions and extensive public support 
across Bengal and India, which fi nally 
compelled the British to reverse the 
bifurcation of Bengal in 1912. 
Banerjee   became the patron of rising 
Indian leaders like Gopal Krishna Gokhale 
and Sarojini Naidu. 
The   declining popularity of moderate 
Indian politicians aff ected Banerjee’s role 
in Indian politics. 
Banerjee   supported the Morley-Minto 
reforms 1909 – which were resented and 
ridiculed as insuffi  cient and meaningless 
by the vast majority of the Indian public and 
nationalist politicians.
Banerjee was a   critic of the proposed 
method of civil disobedience advocated 
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10by Mahatma Gandhi, the rising popular 
leader of Indian nationalists and the 
Congress Party. 

Surendranath Banerjee   was in favor of 
accepting the Montagu-Chelmsford 
Reforms. 
They left the   Congress and founded the 
Indian Liberation Federation. 
They were termed as Liberals and they  
lost their relevance in the Indian National 
Movement thereafter.
Accepting the   portfolio of minister in the 
Bengal government earned him the ire of 

nationalists and much of the public, and he 
lost the election to the Bengal Legislative 
Assembly in 1923 to Bidhan Chandra 
Roy, the candidate of the Swarajya Party 
– ending his political career for all practical 
purposes. 
He was   knighted for his political support 
of the British Empire. 
Banerjee made the   Calcutta Municipal 
Corporation a more democratic body 
while serving as a minister in the Bengal 
government.
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11Tipu Sultan

Tipu Sultan  , also spelled Tipu Sultan, also 
called Tippu Sahib or Fateh Ali Tipu, 
byname Tiger of Mysore, (born 1750, 
Devanhalli [India]—died May 4, 1799, 
Seringapatam [now Shrirangapattana]), 
sultan of Mysore, who won fame in the wars 
of the late 18th century in southern India.
Tipu Sultan was the   son of Haider Ali, an 
illiterate soldier of fortune rising through 
the ranks of the Mysorean army to seize 
control from the Maharaja and proclaim 
himself Sultan in 1761. 
A capable ruler,   Haider employed French 
mercenaries to help adopt European 
military tactics within his armies, 
bolstering their effi  ciency and allowing 
him to expand his kingdom, which 
corresponds to the present-day city of 
Mysore in the state of Karnataka. 
Haider fought   two wars with the British 
East India Company, the second of 
which his son Tipu proved his mettle at the 
Battle of Pollilur, handing the British their 
severest blow in the subcontinent. 
Tales of the father   and son’s triumphs 
made their way across the globe, from 
Europe to the founding fathers of the United 
States, where they became household 
names.

Inheriting   the throne in 1782 during 
wartime, Tipu made short work of the 
British, capturing one in fi ve of their 
offi  cers present in the subcontinent and 
ending the war by becoming only one of 
two men in South Asia to dictate treaty 
terms to the British, who were desperate 
to sue for peace.
Like his father, Tipu understood how and  
why the Western world had advanced much 
further than the East. 
Topped off  with   great ambition, despite 
receiving a hefty inheritance, including 
a sprawling 80,000 square-mile kingdom, 
six million subjects, and the most eff ective 
military in the region, Tipu continued building 
off  his father’s successes by modelling his 
administration along European lines. 
He saw his   administration as Sarkar-i- 
Khudadad (God-given), and his 
responsibility to improve the lives of his 
people.
Personally supervising   each department 
of his administration, Tipu Sultan wore 
many hats, from chief merchant to 
commander-in-chief. 
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12Understanding that manufacture and trade  
made European economies superior, Tipu 
propelled the industry of Mysore, importing 
silkworms and pearl divers, and 
establishing over a dozen factories, from 
Mysore to Jeddah, producing everything 
from armaments, cutlery, candy, and 
gunpowder with quality outmatching even 
the English.
Tipu’s eff ective administration   maximised 
land cultivation, slashed hereditary land 
holdings, and heavily populated cities in 
one fell swoop. 
The English could not help but comment in  
awe that Mysore “was the best cultivated 
and its population the most fl ourishing in 
India”.
Compared to his native contemporaries,  
including the Marathas and enfeebled 
Mughals (now pensioners of the British), 
Mysore was an anomaly –a thriving 
state.
Well-versed and intelligent, possessing a  
library stocked with thousands of books 
(including two he had written on dreams 
and astrology), Tipu was a great patron 
of the arts, commissioning architectural 
gems and attracting intellectuals and 
poets to court. 
The centrepiece of his reign was the  
tiger, which he adopted as the symbol 

of his rule, embossing tiger imagery 
everywhere, from artillery and uniforms 
to a solid gold throne.
Tipu was an   exceptionally devout Muslim, 
as a ruler with a large number of Hindu 
subjects, he maintained a high level of 
religious tolerance, granting minorities 
complete freedom of worship, appointing 
Hindus to senior posts, and bestowing 
land grants and lavish gifts to temples.
Increasingly isolated by envious neighbours,  
Tipu dispatched diplomatic missions to 
numerous states. 
From the Ottoman Empire, he received a  
legal investiture to rule in the Caliph’s 
name and from France, engineers and 
tradesmen to help build his industries 
and armies, though owing to their own 
respective confl icts, neither could grant 
him the military alliance, he desperately 
required.
On the battlefi eld,   Tipu’s performance 
was equally notable. 
A pioneer of rocketry, in 1787, he repelled  
a coalition of his two immediate 
neighbours, the Marathas and the military 
of Hyderabad, pushing them to sue for 
peace, and was noted for serving his 
prisoners of war with humanity.
Unlike his contemporaries, the sultan  
understood the British for the colonisers 
they were, though his warnings fell on deaf 
ears. 
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Feeling threatened by his existence, the  
British considered Tipu Sultan as the main 
obstacle toward dominance.
In 1792, an   English-led coalition with the 
Marathas and Hyderabad overwhelmed 
and defeated Tipu, taking half his 
kingdom and restricting with it his ability 
to retain his forces, though Tipu managed 
to recoup his fi nancial losses quickly. 

In 1798 they once more invaded, and  
with his armies shrunk and his offi  cers 
betraying him after being bought by the 
British, Tipu made his last stand at his 
fortress in Srirangapatna, dying in battle 
on May 4, 1799. Mysore became a princely 
state, bowing to the whims of their English 
masters.
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14Tughlaq Dynasty

The   reign of Tughlaq started in the year 
1320 and it continued till 1413.
The   dynasty expanded its territorial 
reach through a military campaign led by 
Muhammad bin Tughluq, and reached its 
zenith between 1330 and 1335. It ruled 
most of the Indian subcontinent.

Rising to Power:

After the   death of Alauddin Khalji, the 
Khaljis were in a declining state.
Khusro Khan  , the last ruler of the Khalji 
regime, killed Mubarak Khalji and many 
other nobles due to which a discontent 
was getting generated.
Delhi’s aristocracy   invited Ghazi Malik, 
then the governor of Punjab to organize 
a military coup.
In 1320,   Ghazi Malik launched an attack 
with the use of an army of Khokhar 
tribesmen and killed Khusro Khan to 
assume power.
After   assuming power, Ghazi Malik 
renamed himself Ghiyasuddin Tughlaq 
– thus starting and naming the Tughlaq 
dynasty.

Ghiyasuddin Tughlaq   is also referred to 
in scholarly works as Tughlak Shah. 

Ghiyasuddin Tughlaq:

Ghiyasuddin Tughlaq   rewarded all those 
maliks, amirs and offi  cials of Khalji 
dynasty who had rendered him a service 
and helped him come to power. 
He   punished those who had rendered 
service to Khusro Khan, his predecessor. 
He   lowered the tax rate on Muslims that 
was prevalent during Khilji dynasty, but 
raised the taxes on Hindus, wrote his 
court historian Ziauddin Barani, so that 
they might not be blinded by wealth or 
aff ord to become rebellious.
In 1321, he sent his eldest son   Ulugh 
Khan, later known as Muhammad bin 
Tughlaq, to Deogir to plunder the Hindu 
kingdoms of Arangal and Tilang (now 
part of Telangana). His fi rst attempt was a 
failure.
Four months later,   Ghiyasuddin Tughlaq 
sent large army reinforcements for his 
son asking him to attempt plundering 
Arangal and Tilang again.
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This time   Ulugh Khan succeeded. 
Arangal fell, was renamed to Sultanpur, 
and all plundered wealth, state treasury 
and captives were transferred from the 
captured kingdom to Delhi Sultanate.
The   Muslim aristocracy in Lukhnauti 
(Bengal) invited Ghiyasuddin Tughlaq to 
extend his coup and expand eastwards 
into Bengal by attacking Shamsuddin 
Firoz Shah, which he did over 1324–1325 
AD, after placing Delhi under control of 
his son Ulugh Khan, and then leading his 
army to Lukhnauti. Ghiyasuddin Tughlaq 
succeeded in this campaign. 
Ghiyasuddin Tughlaq   and his son, 
Mahmud Khan, were killed by his son, 
Ulugh Juna Khan, inside a wooden 
structure which was designed to collapse, 
called kushk.

Muhammad bin Tughlaq:

During Muhammad bin Tughluq’s rule,  
Delhi Sultanate temporarily expanded to 
most of the Indian subcontinent, its peak 
in terms of geographical reach. 

He attacked and plundered   Malwa, 
Gujarat, Mahratta, Tilang, Kampila, 
Dhur-samundar, Mabar, Lakhnauti, 
Chittagong, Sunarganow and Tirhut.
His   distant campaigns were expensive, 
although each raid and attack on non-

Muslim kingdoms brought new looted 
wealth and ransom payments from 
captured people. 
The   extended empire was diffi  cult to 
retain, and rebellions all over the Indian 
subcontinent became routine.
He   raised taxes to levels where people 
refused to pay any. 
In India’s fertile lands between   Ganges 
and Yamuna rivers, the Sultan increased 
the land tax rate on non-Muslims by 
tenfold in some districts, and twentyfold 
in others. 

Along with   land taxes, dhimmis (non-
Muslims) were required to pay crop 
taxes by giving up half or more of their 
harvested crop. 
Muhammad bin Tughlaq   chose the city 
of Deogiri in present-day Indian state of 
Maharashtra (renaming it to Daulatabad), 
as the second administrative capital of 
the Dehli Sultanate.
He   ordered a forced migration of the 
Muslim population of Dehli, including his 
royal family, the nobles, Syeds, Sheikhs 
and Ulema to settle in Daulatabad. 
The   purpose of transferring the entire 
Muslim elite to Daulatabad was to enroll 
them in his  mission of world conquest. 
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would adapt Islamic religious symbolism 
to the rhetoric of empire, and that the 
Sufi s could by persuasion bring many of 
the inhabitants of the Deccan to become 
Muslim.
Tughluq cruelly   punished the nobles who 
were unwilling to move to Daulatabad, 
seeing their non-compliance of his order 
as equivalent to rebellion. 
Muhammad bin Tughlaq’s adventures in the  
Deccan region also marked campaigns 
of destruction and desecration of 
Hindu and Jain temples, for example 
the Swayambhu Shiva Temple and the 
Thousand Pillar Temple.
Revolts   against Muhammad bin Tughlaq 
began in 1327, continued over his reign, 
and over time the geographical reach of 
the Sultanate shrunk particularly after 
1335. 
The   Vijayanagara Empire originated in 
southern India as a direct response to 
attacks from the Delhi Sultanate.
The   Vijayanagara Empire liberated 
southern India from the Delhi Sultanate.
In 1336   Kapaya Nayak of the Musunuri 
Nayak defeated the Tughlaq army and 
reconquered Warangal from the Delhi 
Sultanate.

The   economic experiments of Muhammad 
bin Tughlaq resulted in a collapsed 
economy, and nearly a decade long 
famine followed that killed numerous 
people in the countryside.
Muhammad bin Tughlaq   planned an 
attack on Khurasan and Irak (Babylon 
and Persia) as well as China to bring 
these regions under Sunni Islam. 
For the   Khurasan attack, a cavalry of over 
300,000 horses were gathered near Delhi, 
for a year at state treasury’s expense, 
while spies claiming to be from Khurasan 
collected rewards for information on how 
to attack and subdue these lands. 
However, before he could begin the   attack 
on Persian lands in the second year 
of preparations, the plunder he had 
collected from the Indian subcontinent 
had emptied, provinces were too poor to 
support the large army, and the soldiers 
refused to remain in his service without 
pay. 
For the attack on China,   Muhammad bin 
Tughlaq sent 100,000 soldiers, a part of 
his army, over the Himalayas. However, 
Hindus closed the passes through the 
Himalayas and blocked the passage for 
retreat. 
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Kangr  a’s Prithvi Chand II defeated the 
army of Muhammad bin Tughluq which 
was not able to fi ght in the hills. 
Nearly all his   100,000 soldiers perished 
in 1333 and were forced to retreat. 
The   high mountain weather and lack 
of retreat destroyed that army in the 
Himalayas.
At the time of   Muhammad bin Tughlaq’s 
death, the geographic control of Delhi 
Sultanate had shrunk to Vindhya range 
(now in central India).

Firozshah Tughlaq:

He   ruled for 37 years. 
When he   occupied the throne, the very 
fi rst step taken by him was to dismiss or 
execute those nobles who were in the 
service of Mohammad bin Tughlaq.
The historian   Ziauddin Barani stated 
Firoz as the mildest sovereign since the 
rule of Islam came to India.
When   Firuz Shah came to power, India 
was suff ering from a collapsed economy, 
abandoned villages and towns, and 
frequent famines. 
He   undertook many infrastructure 
projects including an irrigation canal 
connecting Yamuna-Ghaggar and 
Yamuna-Sutlej rivers, bridges, madrasas 

(religious schools), mosques and other 
Islamic buildings. 

Firuz Shah Tughlaq   is credited with 
patronizing Indo-Islamic architecture, 
including the installation of lats (ancient 
Hindu and Buddhist pillars) near 
mosques. 
The   irrigation canals continued to be in 
use through the 19th century.
Firoz Shah Tughlaq   reign was marked by 
reduction in extreme forms of torture, 
eliminating favours to select parts of 
society, but an increased intolerance 
and persecution of targeted groups.
Announced exemption   from taxes and 
jizya for those who convert, and by 
lavishing new converts with presents 
and honors. 
Simultaneously,   he raised taxes and jizya, 
assessing it at three levels, and stopping 
the practice of his predecessors who 
had historically exempted all Hindu 
Brahmins from jizya tax.
Firoz Shah Tughlaq  ’s death created 
anarchy and disintegration of the 
kingdom. 
In the years   preceding his death, 
internecine strife among his descendants 
had already erupted.
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18The   fi rst civil war broke out in 1384 AD 
four years before the death of aging Firoz 
Shah Tughlaq, while the second civil war 
started in 1394 AD six years after Firoz 
Shah was dead.

Taimur’s Invasion:

The   lowest point for the dynasty came 
in 1398, when Turco-Mongoli invader, 
Timur (Tamerlane) defeated four armies 
of the Sultanate. 

During the   invasion, Sultan Mahmud 
Khan fl ed before Tamerlane entered Delhi. 
For eight days Delhi was plundered, its 
population massacred, and over 100,000 
prisoners were killed as well

The   capture of the Delhi Sultanate was 
one of Timur’s greatest victories, as at 
that time, Delhi was one of the richest 
cities in the world. 
After   Delhi fell to Timur’s army, uprisings 
by its citizens against the Turkic-Mongols 
began to occur, causing a retaliatory 
bloody massacre within the city walls. 
After three days   of citizens uprising within 
Delhi, it was said that the city reeked of the 
decomposing bodies of its citizens with 
their heads being erected like structures 
and the bodies left as food for the birds 
by Timur’s soldiers.
Timur appointed   Khizr Khan, the future 
founder of the succeeding Sayyid 
dynasty, as his viceroy at Delhi. 
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19Vasudev Balwant Phadke
(4th November 1845)

Vasudev Balwant Phadke, one of the fi rst  
revolutionaries of India, also known as the 
‘Father of the Indian Armed Rebellion’, 
was born to Balwantrao and Saraswatibai 
on 04 November 1845 in Shirdhon (present-
day Maharashtra). 
His grandfather,   Anantrao, was the 
Commander of the Karnala Fort before it 
was taken over by the British in 1818. 
Phadke graduated   from Bombay 
University in 1862 and then worked with 
diff erent government institutions. 
In   1865, he joined the Military Finance 
Offi  ce in Pune. 
It is said that despite serving the   government 
for a few years, Phadke was denied leave, 
when he sought permission to be with his 
mother, who was on her deathbed.
In   1872, Saibai, Phadke’s wife, passed 
away after a brief period of illness. 
A year later, he   married Gopikabai. Going 
against the societal norms prevalent at 
the time, he taught Gopikabai how to read 

and write besides other skills like horse 
riding and sword fi ghting. 
Articles in   magazines and newspapers 
criticizing the colonial regime and 
speeches of leaders like Dadabhai Nauroji 
and M G Ranade (the latter led the Poona 
Sarvajanik Sabha in the 1870s) inspired 
Phadke.
He was the   fi rst Indian leader to go from 
village to village to preach the mantra of 
swaraj and to exhort the people to rebel 
against foreign rule. 
Phadke began   delivering public lectures 
and mobilizing the people across Pune. 
His aim was to   strike an emotional chord 
with his audience and wake up their 
patriotic spirit. 
Phadke also   aspired for more radical 
action against the British and was not in 
favor of the petitions and prayers that the 
leaders were advocating.
Other factors like the   Deccan famine of the 
late 1870s, the government’s increased 
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measures that worsened the condition of 
the people further emboldened Phadke’s 
anti-colonial sentiments. 
In   1879, along with his associates Gopal 
Hari Karve, Vishnu Gadre, Ganesh 
Dedhar, and others, Phadke formed one 
of the fi rst revolutionary armies of India. 
His aim was to   create a well-organized 
band of activists to fi ght the British. It 
is believed that Phadke felt the need for 
an armed revolution after seeing the 
devastation caused by the famine. 

In 1886-87, during the   great famine 
in Maharashtra, the group issued a 
proclamation condemning the economic 
policies of the government and warned 
the British of strong action.

Phadke was   arrested in July 1879 from 
Devar Navadgi in Bijapur district and 
was sentenced to life imprisonment. 
He attempted to   escape from prison. 
However, his plans went awry, and he 
was arrested again. Phadke died in prison 
in 1883.


